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Dear Friends,

I hope that you are enjoying what has at last become a more normal year,

after all the challenges of the last two years.

The front cover to this issue shows a Trojan vehicle which came as quite

a surprise when the photo came into our archives. It was a surprise

because it was a Trojan vehicle which I had never seen before,

occasionally small unknown Trojan machines or variations on known

vehicles come to light but it is rare for a whole type of Trojan vehicle to

come knew to the Trust. The photo was labelled 'Murex starter unit'

which allowed me to do a little bit of internet searching under the name

Murex and it brought up the following advert, which is obviously for the

same Trojan based machine, you can just make out Trojan on the

hubcaps.



The advert also came with a very useful date of  10th December 1954 and

on close inspection of the advert and photo it is obvious that this vehicle

is based on Trojan's forward control electric chassis, which we had

assumed was only made as a prototype for possible milk float us.

So perhaps the chassis was never used for a milk float or maybe not even

intended for one? This then raises the question as to how many of these

Murex starter vehicles were made, perhaps just one using the prototype

chassis, having found there to be no market for such a machine. (Trojan

had in the past produced brochures etc. for vehicles that never went

beyond the prototype stage). But it is equally likely that a number were

made, though I rather feel not a large number as otherwise we would

probably have heard about them before. How much was built by Trojan

and how much by Murex is another question. Trojan must have at least

made what we see in the chassis picture, but could also have made the

rear body work. Whilst Murex almost certainly put together the starting

unit including the recharging engine. I wonder if this engine could also

recharge the vehicles batteries? Many questions, so if any of you ex

Trojan workers can provide any answers we would be very grateful. It's

good to think that Trojan were still involved in the starting of planes

business even after their Trolley Accs. of the war, which again had a

starter recharging unit made elsewhere fitted to the Trojan trolley chassis.

The only other airport linked vehicle, made by Trojan, that I've ever

heard of is again a vehicle of which we have no photos or any

information about. In an interview with Peter Agg he told me that they

built and sold quite a number of plane access vehicles based on the late

50's early 60's forward controlled van chassis. He said they were



!

effectively a staircase mounted on a vehicle. We have never come across

any photos or information of any sort on these vehicles, so again if

anyone can recall them it would be great to hear from you.



Barry Baker got in touch with us to tell us about his father Arthur Baker

who worked for Trojan from soon after the war until vehicle production

came to an end. Arthur worked in the trim shop and was also an active

member of Trojan's cricket team. Barry sent us various photos for us to

copy then return the originals, the two of George working in the trim

shop are the first we've seen of this area of the works.

Barry also has fond memories of attending Trojan children's Christmas

parties and he included a lovely photo of one of these parties.



It is really great to get this sort of personal account and photos of life in

the works and it also means that these memories can then be permanently

preserved for the future. Barry also kindly donated a Trojan made

saucepan which many ex workers will be familiar with.

Trojan Cricket Team



A copy of Scooter World magazine from January 1959 was donated to

are archive due to the photo on the front cover. It features Peter Agg

being awarded the 'Cavaliere dell Ordine Al Merito della Republica

Italiana' by the Italian Ambassador Count V. Zoppi. This award is

roughly the equivalent to a British knighthood and according to Peter he

was awarded it due to the huge number of Lambretta scooters he was

selling in the UK. At this time he was selling more Lambrettas in the UK

than Lambretta were selling in Italy.



Denis Redrupp kindly donated to our archive an original Castrol

recommended oil sheet for cars from 1930 – 35. It is particularly

interesting as it refers to Trojan chain drive and worm drive cars. The

only pre -war worm drive car that Trojan produced was the Wayfarer of

which only a handful were made, so to be included on such a sheet is

quite amazing.

The Trust does own a few other Castrol related items which will be of

great use to help produce period displays around the Trojan vehicles.

Most of these items came from a local to me village garage, which had

been closed for many years, that we were fortunate enough to be involved

in clearing. A group of us received permission to clear the site of all

vehicles and items, the bulk of which were 1970's Simca car parts and a

very sick A40 van.
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These general items were sold on by the others involved in the clearance,

but they all agreed that anything of any use to the Trust should go to the

Trust. This resulted in us obtaining many enamel signs of various eras, a

1950's petrol pump and two early 60's petrol pumps as well as the 60's

lamp that went above them. One interesting item was a Castrol oil

cabinet, it has Castrol embossed in the roof and still contains all the

Castrol tins, it is the same sort as the picture on the previous page. This

gave the Trust quite a collection of period garage items which if we had

had to purchase would have been very expensive. These are all stored

away awaiting being used in museum displays.



Part of the Front Page of a News Sheet Produced by
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An Interesting Caravan Used for Promotion by the

Homelite Division of Trojan. The Typed Section is the

Press Release Label on the Back of the Photograph.



Dick Sedgley who produced his fascinating book about his time at

Lambretta and Trojan, kindly sent a copy of a photo he had used in his

book which clearly shows the entrance gates and entrance building to the

works. We were keen to get a copy of this photo as one of the Trust's ideas

would be to try and build a replica of this building and the gates once we

have a museum. The size of  the entrance building means that it would be

feasible to build a replica and as the gates and entrance building were the

first things you saw when entering the works it would be great if this was

also the case when entering the museum.

I hope that this has all been of interest to you and do please get in touch

with us if you can help with our aim of preserving Trojan's history or if

we can help with an queries or research of your own. I hope that you have

a wonderful summer.

David Hambleton   5 St Johns Close, Fyfield. Oxon. OX135LP

01865 390124

david_hambleton@hotmail.com     www.trojanmuseumtrust.org


